Find out more about student ministry in Francophone Africa at:

IFESWORLD.ORGEFRANCOPHONEAFRICA

#IFESWORLD

18 AFFILIATED MOVEMENTS
9 MILLION+ STUDENTS IN THE REGION
1 PIONEERING MOVEMENT
22,000 STUDENTS INVOLVED IN IFES MOVEMENTS

AFFILIATED MOVEMENTS INCLUDE:
- GREEB BENIN
- UGBB BURKINA FASO
- UGBB BURUNDI
- GREEB CAMEROON
- UJC CHAD
- GBUSS CONGO
- GBUSC CONGO
- GBUCI CÔTE D’IVOIRE
- GBU DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
- GBG GABON
- GREEG GUINEA
- UGBM MADAGASCAR
- GBUR RWANDA
- SES MAURITIUS
- GBU NIGER
- GBSS SENEGAL
- GBUST TOGO